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Online Angler Survey Feedback

2016 Online Angler Survey Summary:

SVSFE understands the importance of qualitative data and incorporating angler’s

insight into potential management objectives. In 2015, a majority of the “grunt”

work was completed. This included creating the survey questionnaires and

developing the online submission form. In 2015, SVSFE had a hired summer student

(through Service Canada) to prowl the “Ducks and Porc’s” conducting these

interviews. In 2016, this program was continued, and submissions were entirely

online and voluntary. Although submissions were relatively low in 2016, so were

cost and time allocation. There was a noticeable spike in entries for both FLIPPR

and SVSFE when posts and reminders were released online. Future surveys will

consist of more advertisements and incentives for anglers to complete and provide

us with this extremely valuable information.

Online submissions were made available on the SVSFE website throughout the winter

of 2015 continuing until the end of October 2016. Partnerships made with FLIPPR

and Roblin Economic Development increased the study area into the Parkland region

to provide extended insight and feedback from anglers. Promotion through social

media and distribution of posters and informational cards were the main

contributors to receiving entries. The following is a review from surveys

received.

Angler demographic/Area use specifics:

Out of the total twenty-six general

questionnaires received in 2016, anglers

who fished the Parkland area were mainly

Manitoba residents (Figure 1). The

remaining individuals were from Alberta,

Saskatchewan, Ontario and the USA,

respectively. Of the eighteen Manitoba

residents participating in the survey, six

were locals from the Swan Valley area, five

commuted from the Winnipeg area, four from

the Brandon area, two from the

Roblin/Russell area and one from Flin Flon.

Type of fishing licenses held by anglers

was fairly distributed between regular and

conversation licenses, with a small portion

of youth and senior licenses(Figure 2).

The first question on the survey asks

anglers which area they usually fish. The

options consisted of Duck Mountains,

Southwest Parkland, Porcupine Mountains,

river systems or other. The most fished

area among individuals was the Duck

Mountains region, followed by the Southwest

Parkland area (Appendix). Of those

individuals, 38% fished the Ducks

exclusively, while 15% fished the Southwest

Parkland exclusively. 8% of anglers were

dedicated to the lakes in the Porcs.
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Angler demographic/Area use specifics cont’d:

On average, anglers made eighteen trips per year to the Parkland Area. Some

anglers shared detailed information on specific areas and indicated an average of;

eighteen visits/year to the Ducks, fifteen visits per year to the Porcupines and

eight visits/year to the Southwest Parkland area. In terms of accommodations,

patrons preferred to stay in campgrounds. Daily visits, Other, Hotel/Motel and

Cabin Owner were the remaining accommodations noted, respectively (Appendix). Of

the twenty-six surveys, no one indicated lodges as there home away from home.

Anglers declared Patterson as the most favorite destination, followed by Twin and

Duck Mountain trout lakes, respectively. On average, anglers were spending $378

per trip and $3,040 in general per year on angling. There were a few observed

discrepancies when evaluating dollars invested in recreational angling worth

noting. First of all, dollars spent varied significantly on the duration of the

fishing trip, which is expected. Anglers who went for a day/evening fish spent

considerably less per visit, $74/trip (range $30-$200), while extended fishing

trips averaged a cost of $571/trip (range $150-$1800). Secondly, the fishing

location chosen by anglers effected investments. Anglers who fished the Porcupine

Mountain Lakes exclusively, spent an average of $1,000/year on angling. Those who

solely fished the Southwest Parkland area spent an average of $2,125/year and

anglers entirely dedicated to the Ducks spent on average $3,825/year. When anglers

were asked, in general and not specific to the Parkland, “how many days a year

they fish”, the response equated to 60.5 days/year on average (range 9-200 days).

General Fishing Inquiries:

Most individuals stated they release 90%+ of the fish they catch. On average 74%

of fish are released with 26% retained. Catch and release practices display a

shift by location. The Duck Mountain and Southwest Parkland anglers on average,

released 65%-88% of their fish caught, while anglers fishing the “Porcs”, retained

65% of the fish they caught. The top sought after species recognized was the

rainbow trout. This was closely followed by the walleye and brown trout (Figure

4). Anglers had multiple fishing expectations while angling in the area. The top

reasons for going fishing was to spend time outdoors and catch big/master angler

fish, respectively (Figure 3). The majority of anglers stated they utilize various

methods for fishing; spin cast, fly-fishing and ice fishing. Five of the twenty-

six anglers were fly-fisherman exclusively. Forty-eight percent of anglers stated

they have never been checked by a Conservation Officer, but of those who have,

they were checked twice a year on average.
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Fisheries Enhancement Questions:

Approximately 92% of individuals were previously aware of the Fish and Wildlife

Enhancement Fund and 100% supported those initiatives. Eighty-eight percent of

individuals were previously aware of SVSFE and supported their initiatives. Eighty-

five percent of individuals supported the idea of contributing to the FWEF stamp

even if they were exempt from purchasing a license (ie. Senior), and 8% of the

remaining anglers considered the idea?

The most common project/activity requested from the anglers was to continue

stocking fish. This shows a strong awareness of the significant role our hatcheries

play in recreational fishing, further signifying the importance of efficient and

practical stocking practices. The other top two suggested activities anglers prefer

to see included 1) assessments on lake and fish health and 2) to develop new

fisheries (Figure 5).

Anglers were given the opportunity to specify activities they’d like done or issues

they face. A full list of suggestions can be viewed in the appendix, but a few

examples included:

 Stocking specifics – “to stock brown or tiger trout into Bower Lake”, “more brown

trout only lakes” and “more tiger trout lakes”.

 Improving Angling Experience – “Add more shore fishing spots to some of the more

difficult lakes to fish from shore like Twin Lake, Persse Lake, and Tees Lake or

to use longer docks or docks that can support more people similar to the dock at

Two Mile Lake”.

On a lighter side, some complimentary quotes towards efforts to date:

 “I am very impressed with Manitoba and its fishery. It is maintained much better

than Sask”.

 “Keep up the really good work! Hundreds of us US people will come and spend,

gladly. Essential to have enough productive lakes! Thanks to Manitoba!”.

In addition to the general questionnaire, anglers could fill out a daily catch

form. Entries were received from a variety of trout lakes and few walleye

fisheries. Individual surveys should be reviewed in the appendix as each fishery is

unique. Average fishing quality for the area was rated at 6.5, ten being the

highest. Average effort equated to 5.7 hours of fishing with an average catch rate

of 1.5 fish/hour and 96% of fish being released. Increasing submissions for future

years would greatly increase understanding of the fishing quality in the Parkland.
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Conclusion:

In summary, of the anglers who participated in the 2016 survey, 50% were

“Manitobas”, 50% held a regular fishing license and the Duck Mountains was one of

the most frequented areas to fish. On average, anglers would spend $3,040/year on

fishing and would visit the area approximately 18 times/year. When asked, in

general, how often anglers fished, the response equated to 60.5 times/year (equal

to five days out of a month). When related to the minimum cost stated per fishing

trip ($30), this would equate to a minimum investment of $1,815/angler/year into

Manitoba’s recreational angling. During their visits, the campgrounds were the

most utilized means for accommodations, which should be noted when identifying

branding and continuity for the “Manitoba experience”. Although the Ducks were the

most frequented area fished, Patterson Lake was declared the most desired

destination.

The beautiful “bows” were the most sought after species in our area, closely

followed by walleye and brown trout. When understanding what inspires anglers, the

basic sense of spending time outdoors was rated #1. Another high expectation when

visiting the Parkland was catching big/master angler fish and the ability to spend

time with friends and family.

Fisheries enhancement initiatives were highly supported both on provincial and

local levels. In addition, there was a high support towards contributing to the

FWEF stamp even if anglers were exempt from purchasing a license. This initiative

would be something similar to other provinces were all anglers must purchase a

stamp and contribute to a “fisheries initiative fund”. The most common practices

anglers would like seen is the continuation of fish stocking, fish assessments

and the development of new fisheries.

It is evident, angler input is beneficial to the fishery world. Increasing

participants should be of utmost importance. Developing a more tailored strategy

to advertise and exploit angler surveys (ie. frequent boosts, pubic notices) for

future years, would undoubtedly increase entries. These are the eyes, the ears,

the hands on the water. They are the reason organizations like, FLIPPR, SVSFE,

FWEF, Parkland Paradise, etc exist. The passion and obsession of

fishing can not be fully explained until you

experience it yourself… then you’re hooked!
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A special thank you to the organizations who supported this year’s survey; FLIPPR,

Rural Municipality of Roblin, Parkland Paradise, Fisheries and Wildlife Enhancement

Fund, Manitoba Sustainable Development – Parks, local lodges and outdoor/fishing

shops. SVSFE would also like to express gratitude to those anglers who took the

time to fill out angler surveys and tagged fish returns over the years. This

signifies your true investment into our fisheries and we ask you to continue

sharing, spread the word! We need more anglers informed on how important it is to

have managers aware of what fisherman are experiencing. With significant data comes

quality management. Management that will ensure sustainable and high quality

fisheries for Parkland users.

2016 Online Angler Survey Winners:

1st – Ruth & Paul Clark (Winnipeg, MB)– Lowrance GPS/Sonar Combo Unit

2nd – Harvey Sawchuk (Brandon, MB) – William Joseph Fly Rod and Reel

3rd – Norm Bruce (Swan River, MB) - $100 Gift Certificate from Rough Country
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Appendix:

Angler Suggestions, Comments, Concerns

• Clean-up Tokaryk (perch)

• Update signage at Lakes. For example-Twin Lakes- tiger trout. The old sign says

"Artificial Lures Only“. This is the phrase that needs to be updated. We

noticed and then halted two groups fishing with "artificial bait" ie: powerbait

They thought because it was artificial bait it was OK. Our signs in Alberta say

"NO BAIT" on our quality fishing waters. Plus the old sign is pretty much worn

out and hard to read.

• I am very impressed with Manitoba and it's fishery. It is maintained much better

than Sask.

• Possible fishing tournaments?

• Add Brown Trout or Tiger Trout to Bower Lake. Fix Williams Lake perch problem,

More Brown Trout ONLY lakes, More Tiger Trout lakes. Add shore fishing spots to

some of the more difficult lakes to fish from shore like Twin Lake, Persee Lake,

Tees Lake, use longer docks or docks that can support more people similar to the

dock at Two Mile Lake.

• Netting white suckers out of Wellman Lake.

• Would like to see a black crappie lake in the Duck Mountain and a walleye

hatchery in Swan River. All weather road into Armit lake. It's the largest lake

in the Porcupine Mountains and has very limited access, it would take fishing

pressure off of the smaller lakes. The road is already there fix it up and make

a good fishery the best fishery.

• Your continued efforts to maintain and enhance the fishing experience in the

Ducks is greatly appreciated. Thank you

• Reduce/ eliminate perch; get Spear, Pybus, Corstorphine, Perrse, E & W Goose

going again. Get enough lakes to justify coming over from Montana. Either get

the ones going again that I mentioned above & or develop new ones. Even the

locals tell me the same. Got to spread us out or too much congestion. Takes

money and management, we know!

• Assessing the shell river that runs into lake of the prairies now that the

spawning fish have better access!! As a very keen angler I have been immensely

impressed with the quality of the fishing within the parklands region however

one thing that continues to bother me is the lack of catch returns submissions.

I came from a country where it was mandatory - no returns = no licence -

simple!! From these return came lots of valuable information and allowed

biologists etc. to have a stalk control and know what is happening in fisheries.

I realize that it's is massive area to cover but I think even if there was an

online doc that concerned anglers could fill in it would benefit a lot of the

fisheries.

• Updated info is needed on the internet regarding Parkland area lakes. Tokaryk

has perch but still good trout fishing, Pybus is all pike per test netting.

Corstophine has aeration back and running and restocking in 2016 but still needs

2 years before prime fishing. Little McBride is not accessible in summer months

due to flooding. FLIPPR needs to update their site.

• Remove nuisance fish from Duck mountain lakes. IE suckers from East

Blue/Singush. Possibility of making Small mouth bass release only at Singush

lake as there are very few smallmouth bass habitat lakes in MB.
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Appendix:

Angler Suggestions, Comments, Concerns cont’d:

• More tiger trout. Better signage on paved roads. Put out more info on access.

E.g., "often windy; bring a big boat"; "mid June on fish are on bottom - bring a

fish finder"; tactics for getting to them. Weekly meetings to discuss top flies,

techniques. Less emphasis on how long the fish is and more on how much it

weighs. Instructions on how to do that properly. You may want to curtail ice

fishing on the trophy lakes

• Keep up the good work!!!

• Develop new fisheries

• More weeks for fish camp!

Additional Charts:
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Appendix:

Additional Charts:
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